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ABSTRACT 
Databases are considered as a useful and effective tool for natural hazards monitoring. 
The paper presents a database created by the author. The statistical analysis of the 
information collected in the database allows tracing temporal and spatial distribution of 
natural hazard impacts on technological systems and infrastructures, evaluating the 
scale of their consequences, and assessing natural risk. The database also provides 
possibilities to compare different regions in terms of natural risk and natural hazards 
manifestations by conducting various thematic search queries and analyzing their 
results. 
Keywords: Natural hazards, Database, Hazard monitoring, Risk assessment, Natural-
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Among the methods and tools that can be applied for investigation and monitoring of 
natural hazards, their manifestations in space and time, frequencies of their occurrences, 
and consequences, databases are very relevant and important. The information about 
previous hazardous natural events collected in a database for a more or less long period 
can be used for natural risk assessment and prediction of future developments. 
Various types of databases are widely used in natural hazard investigations. For 
example, Sayão et al. (2020) are dealing with a spatial database, when assessing 
reservoir-triggered seismicity in Brazil. The mentioned database is available in a web 
viewer; it is useful for research by itself or in order to be replicated in other countries 
and studies. This database is a good example of the information visualization. Frolova et 
al. (2020) consider the application of a database of natural and technological events, 
exemplified for Russia. Petrova (2020) deals with a database of natural hazard impacts 
on the transport infrastructure. Braud et al. (2020) present a methodology to compare 
maps of susceptibility of a territory to surface runoff and proxy data of impacts related 
to runoff, using a comprehensive database of runoff-related impacts collected in 
Normandy, France and covering the period from 1903 to 2017.  
The main objectives of this study are to propose a digital database of technological and 
natural-technological accidents, which was created by the author, to analyze its 
methodological features, and consider possibilities provided by the database for natural 
hazards monitoring and risk assessment. Natural-technological accidents are defined as 
all those accidents in technological systems and infrastructures that were triggered or 
aggravated by the impacts of any adverse and hazardous natural events or phenomena. 
These accidents can be considered as consequences of natural hazard impacts. 

 



 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The database of technological and natural-technological accidents presented in this 
study was composed by the author using Microsoft Access (Petrova, 2011). Currently, it 
contains more than 24,000 items of information about accidents occurring in various 
technological systems and infrastructures in the Russian Federation (RF) from 1992 
until now. The relational structure of the author’s database is shown in Figure 1. The 
database is constantly updating with new data. Official daily emergency reports by the 
Ministry of the RF for Civil Defense, Emergencies, and Elimination of Consequences of 
Natural Disasters (EMERCOM), as well as online media reports are used as data 
sources. Emergency reports by the EMERCOM of the RF are compiled in daily 
summary mode; they are open and publicly available on the Ministerial website: 
https://www.mchs.gov.ru (last access: 14 October 2020). These reports are released in 
Russian. 

2.1 RELATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE DATABASE 
The key component of any database is the main table, into which all the items of 
information are entered. The main table of the author’s database presented here has the 
following structure (each component of the list below corresponds to the column names 
of the table in Figure 1): 

1) accident number (the number changes automatically as data is entered); 

2) date of the accident (the date format is as follows: DD:MM:YYYY - day, 

month, year); 

3) country; 

4) region (constituent entity of the RF); 

5) location (distance to the nearest settlement and to the nearest big city); 

6) type of accident (by the EMERCOM classification and author’s assessment); 

7) short description of the accident, including the time of its occurrence, probable 

causes and triggers, consequences, and measures to eliminate them; 

8) geographical coordinates; 

9) the scale of the emergency situation caused by the accident (local, inter-

municipal, regional, inter-regional, national, cross-border); 

10) the number of deaths;  

11) the number of affected people; 

12) economic and ecological damage; 

13) the source of information. 

The proposed format of the main database table makes it possible to structure the 
collected data and classify it according to the author’s evaluation. 

https://www.mchs.gov.ru/
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Figure 1 – Relational structure of the database (Petrova, 2020). 
All types of accidents in technological systems and infrastructure are recorded in the 
database. The accidents triggered by the impacts of natural hazards are also registered. 
It allows monitoring of such events and their consequences since 1992 using the 
database information.  
Of course, it is impossible to fully cover all the accidents occurring in Russia, because 
they are too numerous, especially fires and road accidents. The criteria for statistical 
accounting and reporting events by the EMERCOM of Russia are as follows:  

• severe accidents with the death of ≥5 people or injured ≥10 people; 

• any fact of an accident during the transportation of dangerous goods; 

• emergency release of ≥1 t of oil or oil products into water bodies; 

• accidental ingress of liquid or loose toxic substances into water bodies 
exceeding the maximum permissible concentration by ≥5 times; 

• any fact of the train crash, the aircraft fall or destruction; 

• any fact of flooding or throwing of ships ashore or landing aground; 

• any fact of accidents with large economic or ecological damage. 
Accidents that meet the criteria above are characterized as emergency situations. The 
same selection criteria were used for accidents to be included in the author’s database 
described here. Thus, all the accidents listed in the database have a scale of an 
emergency situation. 



 

2.2 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE  
The first step or the preparatory stage of any statistical analysis of the database 
information is thematic search query, which presents additional useful database tools. 
The query allows searching for the needed items of information within the main 
database table using keywords. Various topic searches can be performed depending on 
the goals and objectives of a study. Search results are also composed in tabular form. 
Resulting tables of various search queries can be stored in the database and are its 
important components too (Figure 1).  
Search queries performed by region can identify sets of accidents that have occurred in 
a given region over the entire time period covered by the database. Search queries for 
accident type can reveal regions in which this type of accident occurred during the study 
period. Search queries for various natural hazards allow determining the types of 
accidents caused by these natural hazards and the regions of their occurrence. It is also 
possible searching for other keywords and parameters. 
For the purposes of this study, the search for information about accidents triggered by 
the impacts of natural hazards of various genesis was conducted. Such accidents are 
considered as natural-technological. Analyzing the results of these search queries, 
temporal and spatial distribution of natural-technological accidents on the local, 
regional, and national level can be traced, which allows monitoring of natural hazards 
and their impacts on the technological systems and infrastructure within the country 
area. 
In the second step of investigation, search results can be analyzed using various 
statistical methods. For the risk analysis, the annual average frequency of occurrence of 
each type of accidents in each region and an average frequency on the national level 
were calculated. The resulting frequencies were compared with each other. Using these 
indicators, risk of accidents of the appropriate type was assessed on the local and 
regional level; constituent entities of the RF were classified by their level of risk.  
In this study, the frequency of emergency situations was used as a measure of risk. An 
emergency situation is defined as a disturbance of the current activity of a populated 
region due to abrupt technological/natural impacts resulting in social, economic and/or 
ecological damage, which requires special management efforts to eliminate it (Petrova, 
2005). The emergency situation caused by the impacts of natural hazards on 
technological systems and infrastructure can be considered as a result of all the factors 
of risk, which are usually taken into account in natural risk assessment: hazard, 
exposure, and vulnerability. The emergency situation combines hazard defined in its 
physical parameters, exposure of a population or facilities located in a hazard area and 
subject to potential losses, and vulnerability that links the intensity of a hazard to 
undesirable consequences (Petrova, 2020).  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Contributions of various natural hazards to the occurrences of different types of 
accidents in technological systems and infrastructure in the RF were revealed. The 
results are shown in Table 1. The "+" sign marks the impacts of natural hazards listed in 
the first column on the corresponding type of accidents registered in the author’s 
database during the study period from 1992 to 2020. 
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Table 1 – Types of accidents caused by natural hazards in Russia (according to the 
author’s database, 1992-2020) 

Type of accident 
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Strong wind, storm + + +    + + 

Snowfall, snowstorm, 
snowdrift, sleet 

+ + +  + + + + 

Rainfall, hailstone +  +  + + +  

Hard frost, icing, ice-crusted 
ground 

+ +   +  + + 

Thunderstorm, lightning + +  +   + + 

Fog, mist     +  + + 

Flood + + +  + +   

Heat wave    +  +   

Earthquake, volcanic eruption + + + + +  +  

Landslide, slump, debris flow + + +  + +   

Rock fall   +  + +   

Snow avalanche + + +  + + +  

 
Almost 12 % of all the events listed in the database are of natural-technological 
character. Power supply disruptions caused by strong winds, heavy snowfalls, sleets, 
rainfalls, floods, icing of wire lines, falling trees, thunderstorms, lightning, and other 
natural hazards account for more than 52 % of all natural-technological accidents 
recorded in the database. The proportion of accidents in various modes of transportation 
caused by natural factors such as heavy rains and snowfalls, strong winds, floods, 
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, debris flows, snow avalanches, rock falls, 
and icing conditions of roads makes about 16 %. Sudden collapses of buildings and 
constructions due to strong winds, heavy snowfalls, rainfalls, hard frost, floods, and 
subsidence of ground account for about 6 % of all natural-technological accidents. The 
proportion of pipeline ruptures due to earthquakes, various slope processes, heavy 
snowfalls, rainfalls, hail, and lightings comprises 6 %.  



 

The most part of natural-technological accidents occurred in Russia during the study 
period and recorded in the database were triggered by hydro-meteorological hazards 
such as strong winds, heavy snowfalls and rainfalls, floods, hard frost, icing, 
thunderstorms, lightning, and heat wave. 
Frequency of occurrence of each type of accidents as well as the total frequency of 
occurrence of all types of natural-technological accidents in each region was calculated 
using the information of the author’s database. These indicators were used to assess the 
level of risk of natural-technological accidents for each region by comparing regional 
indicators with the average for Russia. The results are shown in Figure 2. This map 
allows us to trace regional differences and identify regions at greatest risk. 

 
Figure 2 – Risk of natural-technological accidents in the Russian Federation. 
 
The constituent entities of the RF at greatest risk of natural-technological accidents are 
Sakhalin (the Far East of Russia) and Krasnodar Territory (in the south part of the 
European Russia). The high level of risk was also revealed in other Far Eastern regions 
such as Kamchatka, Khabarovsk, and Primorye Territories, and Amur Region; in the 
Republics and Territories of North Caucasus and the south part of the European Russia 
such as Republics of North Ossetia – Alania and Dagestan, Stavropol Territory and 
Rostov Region, as well as in Altai and Krasnoyarsk Territories in Siberia, Chelyabinsk 
Region in Ural, Republic of Tatarstan, Leningrad and Nizhny Novgorod Regions, and 
Moscow. It is in these regions that the necessary measures should first be taken to 
reduce the vulnerability of technological systems and infrastructure to hazardous natural 
impacts and increase the level of protection and preparedness. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Various databases that collect information about previous hazardous natural events and 
their consequences can be used for investigation and monitoring of natural hazards in 
spatial and temporal context, and natural risk assessment. The database presented in this 
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study contains the information about natural-technological events that were triggered by 
the impacts of natural hazards on technological systems and infrastructures in the 
Russian Federation since 1992. The database provides possibilities to identify regional 
differences in terms of natural hazard manifestations and consequences by conducting 
various thematic search queries and analyzing their results. Using the collected data, 
annual average frequencies of occurrences of emergency situations caused by the 
impacts of natural hazards were calculated.  
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